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A Percolation Approach to Dielectric Breakdown Statistics

Tetsufumi TANAMOTO and Akira TORIUMI

Researvh and Deuelopment Center, TOSHIBA Corporati,on
1, Kornukai Toshi,ba-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasalei 210, Japan

The stoehastic breakdown model proposed by Niemeyer et al. has been improved by taking the time
evolution into accouat in the two dimensional lattice system. The Markov process has been as.tnrmed in the
brea.kdown process and ' time' has been defined reflecting the distribution of broken bonds in the cluster.
The cLange of breakdoqm patterns with tine evolution predicts various aspects of brea,kdowl phenirrnena.

We have shown that the final breakdom path does aot always form a streight line, The polarity problem

is rmderstood by the relative position of the damaged trayer to the starting point of breekdown.

1 Introduction

Although dielectric breakdown is a critical issue

in the relability of thin SiOz fi.lrns, the mechanism
has not been clarified, because of the many steps

influencing the dielectric breakdown in the MOS
device production process. The aim of this paper
is to propose a dynamical stochastic model of thin
SiOz film breakdown by the percolation theory and
to investigate the essence of the breakdown phe-

nomena. The time evolution of the breakdown is

introduced and discussed in relation to the break-

down pattern.

2 Percolation Model of Breakdown

The lattice model bound"d by two parallel bi-
asd plates to form a dielectric constant network
is employed for the insulating SiOz thin film.
The breakdown proceeds under the external elec-

tric field by assigning the larger dielectric constant
€bd : 300 to the bond to express the conducting
bond instead of the initial insulating value, €o : 3.

The potential distribution is determined by a finite
difference method of Laplace's equation. The bond
to be broken next is selected among bonds in the lo
cal region around the cluster of bonds, by introduc-
ing a bond breaking probabilitY, Pq, between the
site, i which belongs to the cluster and the nearest

site j which does not belong to the cluster, defined
as.

magnitude of the probability Pii by generating a
random number[l]-[3]. In this paper the definition
of breakdown is that the cluster of broken bonds
reaches the opposite side of the electrode.

3 Definition of Time Evolution

The time evolution of breakdown of each bond is
assumed to be a Markov process. The next break-
down process will be determined by the form of the
cluster and its electromagnetic environment at that
time, and will not be related to the past growth of
the cluster of broken bonds. Thus the number of
bonds on the surface of the cluster, Ns, will be
closely related to the time interval, At and this re-
lationship will be such that At is roughly inversely
related to Ns. We set At-l - Ns as the simplest
case.

4 Results and Discr:ssion

4.1 Dynamical Aspect of Time Evolution

Figure L shows the correlation between the time
to breakdown, t56 and the number of sites in that
cluster, NUa in 8x16 and 16x32 lattices after a
hundred of calculations. The larger cluster tends
to have the larget tbd. Figures 2 (u) and (b)
show the two breakdown patterns for a 8x16 lat-
tice corresponding to (A) and (B) results in Fig. 1,
while Fig. 2 (c) and (d) show other patterns for a
16x32 lattice corresponding to (C) and (D) results
in Fig.1. These breakdown patterns show that the
larger cluster does not always have a shorter time
to breakdown. The breakdown path with the short-
est time becomes the resultant leakage path. This

鳥J∝ 1島ゴ|° ,

where E6i is a local electric field applied to the bond
and a shows the strength of directivity of the elec-

tric field which we set 1. The actual broken bond
in the next step is determined corresponding to the

(1)



shows that the path through the thin
always a straight line perpendicular to
plates. This results from the stochastic
our model.

lattice and (c) and (d) are those of two dimensional
16x32 lattice.

4.2 The Polarity Problem - The Effect of
Damaged Layer on Breakdown

It is assumed that there exists damaged layer
induced by the stress at Si/SiO2 interface[4] and
hot electrons have their highest enerry at the exit
interface. Figure 3 shows a typical application
of our breakdown model to the polarity problem.
The damaged layer is defined as bonds whose di-
electric constant, €dg is randomly distributed as

€o ( .dg < e54. The starting point of bond break-
ing is considered to be the bond which the hot elec-
trons attack with their highest energy. In other
words, the starting point of breakdown is deter-
mined by the injection polarity.

Gate

(a) Si O) Si

FiS. 3 A schematic of polarity problem. The
solid zrrows show the direction of injected hot elec-
trons. The cross marks show the damagd layers.
The bond breaking is assumed to begin from the
opposite side of the injections(thick bond). (") Sub,
strate injection mode. (b) Gate injection mode.

Figure 4 shows the Weibull plot of a hundred of
calculations of one damaged layer[dl] and two dam-
aged layers[d2] at the interface of a 16x82 lattice.
The average t64 of Fig.3 (a) which corresponds to
the substrate injection case is larger than that of
Fig. 3 (b), which corresponds to the gate injected
case. More damaged layers[d2] make the t64 of
the latter ca.se longer and we can see the polarity
dependence more clearly. Figure b shows break-
down patterns of the S0 % of cumulative failure
rate. Compared with the breakdown path of gate
injection case, that of substrate injection case is
larger because of the damaged layer.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between t66 and
the conductance of its breakdown path o.i"i tOO
calculations. In the case of gate injection, there
is no correlation between them, and both concen-
trate on a small area, reflecting the short and smalr
path. On the other hand, in the case of substrate
injection, there can be seen a clear correration that

filrn is not
the biased

behavior of
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Fig. 1 Correlation between the time to break-
down, t56 and the number of sites in the cluster
at that time, NUa. 100 calculations are made in
a 8x16 lattice and 200 calculations are made in a
16x32 lattice.

(c) (d)

FiS. 2 Example of a czxe in which the larger
cluster size with larger surface has shorter time to
breakdou'n than the smaller cluster with smaller
surface. (") Cluster size. 25, time, L.29687. (b)
Cluster size, 19, time, 1.38881. (c) Cluster size, 69,
time, 2.04604. (d) Cluster size. 50, time, 2.20484.
(a) and (b) are the cases of trvo dimensional 8x16
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the breakdown path of the larger conductance has
the larger tbd. These are expected to be compared
with experiments.

The origin of the polarity is that in the sub-
strate injection case the cluster is inclined to grow
toward the transverse direction, because of the rel-
atively stronger electric field at the boundary of the
damaged layer. This delays the percolation of path
in the substrate injection. This is a new aspect of
our model.which has not been understood by the
ordinary one dimensional model in which the path
cannot progress toward the transverse direction.
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Fis. 4 Weibull plot In(-ln(1-F(t)))-lnt of the re
sults of hundred of calculations. In both break-
downs of one damaged layer[dl] and two damaged
layer[d2], the breakdown times of the gate injec-
tion case is smaller than those of substrate injection
case.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 The breakdot'n paths of 50 % of cumula-
tive failure rate. The hatched area shows the dam-
aged layer whose dielectric constants are randomly
distributed. (a)substrate injection mode. (b) gate

injection mode.
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Fig. 6 The correlation between t64 and the con-

ductance of the results of hundred of calculations in
the substrate injection case and the gate injection
case.

5 Conclusion

It has been found that the time to breakdown is
not always proportional to the number of sites in
the breakdown cluster, and that the current leak-
age path has a possibility to expand toward the di-
rections perpendiculiar to the external electric field.
The polarity problem is understood by r simple a,r-

rangement of damaged layers. It is found that the
stochastic breakdown model is a powerful tool to
investigate the breakdown phenomena.
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